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MANUFACTURING
EXCELLENCE

20K+ state-of-the-art batteries per day

20 production lines

FULLY AUTOMATED

30K+ motors per day - brushless, 
 universal & induction

50 production lines

450 employees

INTELLIGENT POWER

24 SMT machines

20+ PCB assembly lines

100K+ PCBs per day

30K+ chargers per day
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1.2kW Professional Grade 
Straight Shaft Grass Trimmer
Model No: 82ST12

Skin Only Part No: 2111607AU

2 x 4.0Ah Kit Part No: 2112107AU 

At the heart of the GREENWORKS® 82V string trimmer is a compact direct drive motor that produces 1.2kW of 
power - equivalent to a 31cc petrol unit - with max speeds of 6,000rpm. Applying this power directly to the spool 
optimises cutting performance an maximises your runtime with the help of the 4.0Ah battery, capable of 4kms of 
continuous runtime.

The brushless motor automatically adjusts to varying conditions delivering constant power and torque so it won't 
bog down, even in overgrown grass as well as making it 13% quieter than a petrol trimmer, which allows you to 
gain more business by starting earlier or working later. This is a lightweight commercial string trimmer, with low 
vibration for less fatigue to trim more comfortably.

Holding up to 10m of 0.95" (or nearly 12m of 0.80") of spool with our Load N' Go Max™ bump feed head, you'll 
spend less time loading line and more time finishing the job at hand. This trimmer puts you at the top of your 
game with no fumes or emissions, low maintenance and low noise without sacrificing time, money and energy.

Live better, works smarter.

- 31cc petrol powered equivalent

- 16" / 40.6cm cutting width

- Direct drive commercial grade brushless motor 
producing up to 1.2kW of power

- Dual line Load N' Go Max™ bump feed head

- Responsive variable speed trigger for 
performance and speed up to 6,000rpm

+ + +
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Specifications 82ST12

Voltage 82V Gear Ratio Direct drive

Motor Brushless RPM 6,000

Cutting Width 16" / 40.6cm Shaft Diameter 1"

Max Power 1.2kW Shaft Material Aluminium

Rated Power 1.1kW Attachment Capable No

Motor Location Front Handle Type Adjustable

Line Feeding System Bump head Electronic ON/OFF No

Line Capacity 10m Speed Control Hi/Lo variable

Dual Line Yes Lock-out Type Palm

Line Diameter .095" (2.5mm) Overmold Grip Yes

Vibration <5m/s^2 Weight
(w/out battery) 4.0kg

Noise Level 68dB @ 15m Weight
(w/4.0Ah battery) 6.04kg

IPX Rating 5 Runtime
(w/4.0Ah battery) Up to 4km

INDUSTRY LEADING BRUSHLESS MOTOR

The GREENWORKS direct drive commercial grade 
brushless motor efficiently directs power for maximum 
performance with no maintenance.

80% fewer moving parts than petrol motors for ease of 
serviceability. No grease, no gears, no oil and no petrol.

Active cooling technology to prevent overheating. 
Highest efficiency to preserve energy while maximising 
power and runtime.
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Gen II 2.0kW Bike Handle 
String Trimmer
Model No: 82TB20

Skin Only Part No:2111907AU 

The GREENWORKS® 82V 18" 2.0kW brushless string trimmer uses true intelligent power to automatically adjust to 
varying conditions, providing constant power and torque in even the most overgrown grass.

With 40% more power than a 36cc,1.9hp petrol trimmer, this trimmer allows you to complete the toughest 
commercial applications with ease. The compact direct drive brushless motor delivers a constant speed of 
5,500rpm to the spool for optimal cutting performance.

With its superior lightweight design, the overmolded bike handles provide maximum comfort and ease of 
mobility while trimming and brushcutting, letting you power through the entire day with ease.

As part of the most complete portfolio of 82V commercial grade, zero emission landscaping equipment in the 
industry, this 82V bike handle string trimmer provides premium power and effortless handling.

The Load N' Go Max™ trimmer head, which holds up to 7.9m line, makes for fast, hassle free line reloading - 
reload in seconds, with no disassembly needed. Simply align, feed, twist and go!

- 41cc petrol powered equivalent

- 18" / 45.7cm cutting width

- Direct drive commercial grade brushless motor 
producing up to 2.0kW of power

- Dual line Load N' Go Max™ bump feed head

- Responsive variable speed trigger for 
performance and speed up to 5,500rpm
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Specifications 82TB20

Voltage 82V Gear Ratio Direct drive

Motor Brushless RPM 5,500

Cutting Width 18" / 45.7cm Shaft Diameter 1"

Max Power 2.0kW Shaft Material Aluminium

Rated Power 1.5kW Attachment Capable No

Motor Location Front Handle Type Adjustable bike 
handle

Line Feeding System Bump head Electronic ON/OFF No

Line Capacity 7.9m Speed Control Hi/Lo variable

Dual Line Yes Lock-out Type Palm

Line Diameter .095" (2.5mm) Overmold Grip Yes

Vibration <5m/s^2 Weight
(w/out battery) 5.25kg

Noise Level 68dB @ 15m Weight
(w/4.0Ah battery) 7.29kg

Runtime
(w/4.0Ah battery) Up to 4km

The combination of battery, motor, control and charging 
systems operating in sync, deliver unmatched power and 
performance compared to any other petrol or battery 
powered product.

EXCEPTIONAL
LITHIUM-ION
BATTERY SYSTEMS

DIRECT DRIVE
BRUSHLESS
MOTOR SYSTEMS

SMART CONTROL
SYSTEMS
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Gen II 1.8kW Straight Shaft Edger

The GREENWORKS® 82V straight shaft edger delivers the high power and torque necessary for outstanding 
edging performance in tough condition. Designed for the pros, this edger has an optimised operator position and 
easy-to-use 2 step switch for comfort and safety, allowing operators to maintain larger properties without runtime 
constraints.

Equipped with a high efficiency brushless motor, producing 58% more power than a 28cc petrol edger, this unit 
provides a cutting depth of up to 2.2" with an 8" heat treated blade. A high strength magnesium guard and welded 
aluminium shaft offer the durability needed to withstand any job thrown at it.

This 82V edger provides up to 7,000rpm, allowing users to tackler large jobs quickly. With a front mount motor 
and rear mount battery housing, this unit carries a balanced weight of 7.4kg with a battery.

To top it off, this commercial grade edger is IPX4 certified weather and water resistant and 7x quieter than 
comparable petrol units.

Model No: 82EC12

Skin Only Part No: 2700007AU 

- 2.2" cutting depth

- Direct drive commercial grade brushless motor 
producing up to 1.5kW of power

- 8" heat treated blade

- Easy to use 2 step switch

- Easy-to-set over sized rear wheel 
for blade depth adjustment
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Specifications 82EC12

Voltage 82V Guard Material Magnesium

Motor Brushless Shaft Material Aluminium

Cutting Depth 2.2" Shaft Type Straight

Depth Adjustment Yes Shaft Diameter 1"

Max Power 1.5kW Attachment Capable No

Motor Location Front Handle Type Adjustable

Blade Length 8" Electronic ON/OFF No

Vibration 2.3m/s^2 Lock-out Type Palm

Noise Level 62dB @ 15m Overmold Grip Yes

RPM 7,000 Weight
(w/out battery) 5.36kg

Speed Control Single speed Weight
(w/4.0Ah battery) 7.4kg

IPX Rating 5 Runtime
(w/4.0Ah battery) Up to 4.8kms

INDUSTRY LEADING BRUSHLESS MOTOR

The GREENWORKS direct drive commercial grade 
brushless motor efficiently directs power for maximum 
performance with no maintenance.

80% fewer moving parts than petrol motors for ease of 
serviceability. No grease, no gears, no oil and no petrol.

Active cooling technology to prevent overheating. 
Highest efficiency to preserve energy while maximising 
power and runtime.
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Model No: 82BH22

Skin Only Part No: 2407907AU

The GREENWORKS® 82V blower utilises the intelligent power of our patented Cyclone-Force Technology. This 
intelligent technology helps professional landscapers get the job done by generating 225km/h from start to finish, 
moving a greater volume of leaves more efficiently while remaining 2.5x quieter than a petrol powered blower.

The Cyclone-Force Technology combines high speed and constant power to provide the most efficient blowing 
system, creating 38% more power than a 27cc petrol blower, meaning users are able to blow away 70% more 
leaves.

Our commercial grade brushless motor has been designed to perform for over 1,000 hours with no maintenance - 
no fumes, no emissions and no worries.

Brushless Axial Blower

- 27cc petrol powered equivalent

- Variable speed trigger

- Commercial grade brushless
 motor

- Lightweight with great power

- Cruise control provides long lasting operation with no fatigue
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Specifications 82BH22

Voltage 82V Variable Trigger Yes

Motor Brushless Turbo Mode Yes

Max Power 1.5kW Fan Cooling System Yes

Max Speed 225km/h / 1290m3/h Easy Start Up Yes

Blow Force 22N Cruise Control Yes

IPX Rating 4 Response Time 0.7s

Vibration 2.3m/s^2 Weight
(w/out battery) 2.5kg

Noise Level 75.5dB @ 15m Weight
(w/4.0Ah battery) 4.54kg

RPM 28,000

The combination of battery, motor, control and charging 
systems operating in sync, deliver unmatched power and 
performance compared to any other petrol or battery 
powered product.

EXCEPTIONAL
LITHIUM-ION
BATTERY SYSTEMS

DIRECT DRIVE
BRUSHLESS
MOTOR SYSTEMS

SMART CONTROL
SYSTEMS
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Dedicated Blower

Harness & Cord
Suits Part No: 2408007AU Blower

Model No: 82BH20D

Skin Only Part No: 2408007AU

Skin Only Part No: 2983502

- 22cc petrol powered equivalent

- Variable speed

- Commercial grade brushless motor

- Lightweight but powerful

- Cruise control provides long lasting 
operation with no fatigue

- Best choice for road cleaning - 
efficiently remove leaves, dirt and more

The GREENWORKS® 82V dedicated blower has a commercial grade brushless motor providing more power, 
longer runtime and an extended motor life. It also offers variable speed for precise power control and cruise 
control for consistent operation for jobs of all sizes. This lightweight, yet powerful unit generates air speed of up 
to 298km/h so you'll be able to blow through your weekend garden clean up in no time.
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Specifications 82BH20D

Voltage 82V RPM 26,500

Motor Brushless Variable Trigger Yes

Max Power 1.2kW Cruise Control Yes

Max Speed 298km/h / 1060m3/h Weight (tool only) 2.1kg

Blow Force 18.8N IPX Rating 4

INDUSTRY LEADING BRUSHLESS MOTOR

The GREENWORKS direct drive commercial grade 
brushless motor efficiently directs power for maximum 
performance with no maintenance.

80% fewer moving parts than petrol motors for ease of 
serviceability. No grease, no gears, no oil and no petrol.

Active cooling technology to prevent overheating. 
Highest efficiency to preserve energy while maximising 
power and runtime.
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Dual Port Backpack Blower
Model No: 82B26

Skin Only Part No: 2407807AU

The GREENWORKS® 82V backpack blower utilises the intelligent power of our patented Cyclone-Force Technology 
which combines high speed and constant power to provide the most efficient blowing system allowing users 
to clear bigger piles of wet or dry leaves in tall grass with ease. This intelligent technology helps professional 
landscapers get the job done by generating 310km/h from start to finish, moving 25% more leaves more 
efficiently and 1.5x quieter than comparable petrol units while the variable speed trigger offers users complete 
control on the job

Optimised dual draw battery technology powers an axle fan, brushless motor and intelligent controller to create 
a 63cc equivalent turbine blowing system all while reducing vibration to half and providing up to 60 minutes of 
continuous runtime on high, 34 minutes on turbo mode and 2-3 hours on low when using 2 x 8.0Ah batteries 
(sold separately).

The lightweight design places batteries closer to the users back to reduce fatigue from all day usage. Placement 
of the motor and tube allows it to be removed and be used as a backpack battery system to extend runtime 
without the added weight.

- 51cc petrol  
powered equivalent

- Constant 339km/h power

- Variable speed trigger with cruise 
control

- Lock in turbo mode

- Ergonomic padded shoulder straps

- Dual battery compartments for longer runtime

- Commercial grade brushless motor

- Detachable blower tube

- Adjustable tube length
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Specifications 82B26

Voltage 82V RPM 26,000

Motor Brushless Variable Trigger Yes

Max Power 2.2kW Turbo Mode Yes

Max Speed 339km/h / 1170m3/h Fan Cooling System Yes

Blow Force 26N Easy Start Up Yes

IPX Rating 4 Response Time 0.7s

Noise Level 73.4dB @ 15m Weight
(w/out battery) 6.7kg

Weight
(w/2 x 4.0Ah battery) 10.78kg

INDUSTRY LEADING BRUSHLESS MOTOR

The GREENWORKS direct drive commercial grade 
brushless motor efficiently directs power for maximum 
performance with no maintenance.

80% fewer moving parts than petrol motors for ease of 
serviceability. No grease, no gears, no oil and no petrol.

Active cooling technology to prevent overheating. 
Highest efficiency to preserve energy while maximising 
power and runtime.
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26" Dedicated Hedge Trimmer
Model No: 82H26D

Skin Only Part No: 2207507AU

- 27cc petrol powered equivalent

- 26" / 660mm blade length

- Direct drive commercial grade brushless motor

- 4,300 strokes per minute

- 180° rotating rear handle, easy trimming at any angle

- Weight saving plug-in waist/backpack battery design

- Backpack harness and cord included

The GREENWORKS® 82V dedicated hedge trimmer has been designed for the pros with a contoured overmolded 
handle for user comfort and a high efficiency gear box for high power and torque for an outstanding cutting 
performance, even in the toughest conditions.

It comes with a backpack battery harness which removes the battery weight from the unit for all day performance, 
making it 38% lighter than petrol models without sacrificing power and allows the operator to carry out 
maintenance of larger properties without runtime constraints or fatigue.

Low noise, low maintenance and no petrol smell.
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Specifications 82H26D

Voltage 82V

Motor Brushless

Cutting Depth 1.2" / 30.4mm

Blade Length 26" / 660mm

Rotating Handle Yes

Gear Ratio 2.7

Cutting Speed 2,000rpm

Speed Limiter Yes

Anti Jam Function Yes

Weight
(w/out battery) 3.6kg

INDUSTRY LEADING BRUSHLESS MOTOR

The GREENWORKS direct drive commercial grade 
brushless motor efficiently directs power for maximum 
performance with no maintenance.

80% fewer moving parts than petrol motors for ease of 
serviceability. No grease, no gears, no oil and no petrol.

Active cooling technology to prevent overheating. 
Highest efficiency to preserve energy while maximising 
power and runtime.
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Gen II Short Pole
Hedge Trimmer
Model No: 82PH30F

Skin Only Part No: 2301307AU

Thanks to the Quik-Cut System™ powered by a brushless motor and optimised gearbox, the GREENWORKS® 82V 
fixed hedge trimmer generates enough power to reach consistently high blade speeds of up to 4,300 strokes per 
minute, for a faster and more efficient cut than petrol.

At only 5.4kg, this unit is 20% lighter than comparable petrol models, making it one of the most compact and 
lightweight trimmers in its class and with a runtime of up to 205 minutes on one charge (2.5Ah battery) it's 
designed to be the most energy efficient, meaning longer runtimes and getting more work done in a day.

The patented Quik-Cut System™ eliminates the need for a petrol standard flex shaft with front motor housing 
and reduces the overall tool weight by removing the internal flex drive shaft. Rear motor housing creates better 
weight distribution and balance, while the compact magnesium gearbox and optimised gear ratio provide an 
incredible durable and lightweight user experience.

This short pole fixed hedge trimmer is part of the complete portfolio of commercial grade 82V zero emission 
landscaping equipment from GREENWORKS Commercial - the leading manufacturer of commercial battery 
powered landscaping equipment.

- 25cc petrol powered equivalent

- 24" / 609mm dual action laser cut, replaceable 
steel blades

- Commercial grade brushless motor

- 6 position pivoting head for all your cutting 
needs

- Lightweight design for easy manoeuvering
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Specifications 82PH30F

Voltage 82V Anti Jam Yes

Motor Brushless Blade Material Stainless steel

Blade Length 24" / 609mm Articulation angle 135°

Shaft Length 30" Trigger Single speed

Strokes p/minute 4,300 Handle Type 3 sided aux. handle

Cut Capacity 1.2" / 30.4mm Overmold Grip Yes

Vibration
(main handle) 5.8m/s^2 IPX Rating 4

Vibration
(aux. handle) 5.7m/s^2 Weight

(w/out battery) 4.2kg

Noise Level 66.3dB @ 15m Weight
(w/4.0Ah battery) 6.24kg

The combination of battery, motor, control and charging 
systems operating in sync, deliver unmatched power and 
performance compared to any other petrol or battery 
powered product.

EXCEPTIONAL
LITHIUM-ION
BATTERY SYSTEMS

DIRECT DRIVE
BRUSHLESS
MOTOR SYSTEMS

SMART CONTROL
SYSTEMS
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Gen II Telescopic Pole
Hedge Trimmer
Model No: 82PH62T

Skin Only Part No: 2301407AU

Put every job within reach with the GREENWORKS® 82V telescopic pole hedge trimmer. Weighing just over 7kg, 
this unit features an easy to use twist function which extends the shaft from approximately 256cm to 365cm for 
improved mobility and maximum reach and being lightweight offers less fatigue than with comparable petrol 
models.

Key features for this unit include the 7 position 135° articulating head for a full range of trimming, 20" dual action 
laser cut replaceable steel blades for increased durability, two step trigger and palm lock for increased safety 
when in use and a lock-in, durable battery compartment.

The patented Quik-Cut System™ eliminates the need for a petrol standard flex shaft with front motor housing 
and reduces the overall tool weight by removing the internal flex drive shaft. Rear motor housing creates better 
weight distribution and balance, while the compact magnesium gearbox and optimised gear ratio provide an 
incredible durable and lightweight user experience.

This telescopic pole fixed hedge trimmer is part of the complete portfolio of commercial grade 82V zero emission 
landscaping equipment from GREENWORKS Commercial - the leading manufacturer of commercial battery 
powered landscaping equipment.

- 25cc petrol powered equivalent

- 24" / 609mm dual action laser cut, replaceable steel blades

- 2,150rpm professional brushless motor provides 
extraordinary power

- 6 position pivoting head with height adjustable 
telescoping shaft
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Specifications 82PH62T

Voltage 82V Anti Jam Yes

Motor Brushless Blade Material Stainless steel

Blade Length 24" / 609mm Degree of
Articulation 135°

Shaft Length 40" Trigger Single speed

Total Length 2.2m Handle Type Straight

Strokes p/minute 4,300 Overmold Grip Yes

Cut Capacity 1.2" IPX Rating 4

Vibration
(main handle) 5.8m/s^2 Weight

(w/out battery) 5kg

Vibration
(aux. handle) 5.7m/s^2 Weight

(w/4.0Ah battery) 7.04kg

Noise Level 66.3dB @ 15m

INDUSTRY LEADING BRUSHLESS MOTOR

The GREENWORKS direct drive commercial grade 
brushless motor efficiently directs power for maximum 
performance with no maintenance.

80% fewer moving parts than petrol motors for ease of 
serviceability. No grease, no gears, no oil and no petrol.

Active cooling technology to prevent overheating. 
Highest efficiency to preserve energy while maximising 
power and runtime.
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Gen II Telescopic Pole Saw
Model No: 82PST39

Skin Only Part No: 1402307AU

- 10" bar and chain for easy trimming of limbs 
and branches

- Automatic oiling system

- Extended pole for maximum reach

- Soft rubber handle for comfortable grip

- Over 12' reach with telescopic shaft

Cut and limb your way through the day with the GREENWORKS® 82V telescopic pole saw. The direct drive 
commercial grade brushless motor and gear box offers exceptional efficiency and produces performance 30% 
more than a comparable petrol model and with the reduced effort two step trigger start, you'll waste no time 
getting started.

Cut with confidence with the 10" bar and chain, providing ease of use while delivering the highest cutting 
performance and with the evenly balanced, 50-50 tip to motor weight balance, you'll be able to work longer 
without user fatigue. The built-in harness ring (strap included) and branch hook allow users to limb safely and 
quickly and the 15° angle head provides maximum precision and cutting angles for exact cuts at extended 
lengths.

One battery can power 50+ 82V products - mow, blow, cut, trim, cultivate and more!
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Specifications 82PST39

Voltage 82V

Motor Brushless

Power 700W

Bar Length 10"

Auto Oiler Yes

Chain Pitch 1/4"

Chain Gauge .050"

Chain Speed 18m/s

Pole Type Telescopic

IPX 4

 Vibration <2.5m/s^2

Weight
(w/bar & chain) 5.4kg

Weight
(w/4.0Ah battery) 7.44kg

INDUSTRY LEADING BRUSHLESS MOTOR

The GREENWORKS direct drive commercial grade 
brushless motor efficiently directs power for maximum 
performance with no maintenance.

80% fewer moving parts than petrol motors for ease of 
serviceability. No grease, no gears, no oil and no petrol.

Active cooling technology to prevent overheating. 
Highest efficiency to preserve energy while maximising 
power and runtime.
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1.5kW Top Handle Chainsaw
Model No: 82TCS15

Skin Only Part No: 2009407AU 

The GREENWORKS® top handle chainsaw is an 82V high performance, exceptionally lightweight and powerful 
unit that was designed specifically for the professional arborist. Offering industry leading power to weight ratio, 
thanks to the 1.5kW digital brushless motor and exceptionally low weight of just 2.1kg. To minimise weight during 
use, the battery mounts onto a low profile backpack harness, offering freedom of movement while working in 
trees. With GREENWORKS even the most demanding arborist jobs can be carried out quickly, efficiently and 
safely.

Our 82V technology rivals an equivalent 35cc petrol chainsaw yet has significantly lower running and ownership 
costs, making it a viable option for any professional user or business. As well as the cost and performance 
benefits the GREENWORKS 82V range offers additional safety in the workplace, with low vibration, low noise, and 
zero emissions or harmful fumes for the operator when cutting. Additionally this chainsaw features an integrated 
chain brake, patented palm lock to avoid accidental start-up, and secure climbing hook as well as being IPX4 
rated.

As part of the GREENWORKS 82V professional line-up, the battery is interchangeable in any of the 82V range from 
lawnmowers, hedge trimmers, blowers and even power cutters. Offering one battery for multiple professional 
applications.

- 10" bar and chain for easy trimming of limbs 
and branches

- Lightweight

- 24m/s chain speed

- Low noise and environmentally friendly
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INDUSTRY LEADING BRUSHLESS MOTOR

The GREENWORKS direct drive commercial grade 
brushless motor efficiently directs power for maximum 
performance with no maintenance.

80% fewer moving parts than petrol motors for ease of 
serviceability. No grease, no gears, no oil and no petrol.

Active cooling technology to prevent overheating. 
Highest efficiency to preserve energy while maximising 
power and runtime.

Specifications 82TCS15

Voltage 82V Chain Pitch 1/4"

Motor Brushless Chain Gauge 0.50"

Bar Length 10" Chain Tension With tool

Max Power 1.5kW Oil Capacity 150ml

Torque 1Nm Tank Cap Flip up

Chain Speed 24m/s On/Off Switch Yes

Trigger Variable Weight
(w/out battery) 2.1kg

Runtime
(w/4.0Ah battery) < 35 minutes
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18" 2.7kW Chainsaw
Model No: 82CS27

Skin Only Part No: 2009107AU

- 55cc petrol powered equivalent

- 18" bar & chain

- Automatic oiler

- Translucent oil tank, visible oil level at a glance

- 2,700 watt brushless motor

- Low noise and low vibration

Cut faster than petrol every time with the GREENWORKS® 82V 18" commercial chainsaw. The brushless direct 
drive motor and cutting system combines 3.4Nm of torque and constant power to provide optimal cutting 
performance while decreasing noise and vibration and gives you all the power of a 55cc petrol engine with a 
faster cutting speed - 2.7kW/3.6hp output.

Offering commercial grade runtimes, you can make up to 210 cuts per charge (using a 4.0Ah battery) and get 
consistently high torque, sustaining high cutting speeds under load, which will allow for longer runtimes.

This chainsaw is built with the professional/arborist in mind and by combining optimised ergonomics with 
commercial performance, it is designed to be power, fast and lightweight so users can work longer without 
fatigue.
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Specifications 82CS27

Voltage 82V Chain Type Semi chisel

Motor Brushless Chain Pitch .325"

Bar Length 18" Chain Gauge 0.50"

Max Power 2.7kW Drive Links 72

Rated Power 2.4kW Chain Break Inertia-activated

Max Torque Disp. 55cc Chain Tension Side manual

RPM 11,000 Sprocket Type Rim 7

Chain Speed 25m/s Oiler Automatic

Trigger Variable Oil Capacity 220ml

IPX Rating 4 Handle Type Wrap around with 
rubber

Vibration 4.8m/s^2 Weight
(w/out battery) 4.7kg

Noise Level 73.2dB @ 15m Weight
(w/4.0Ah battery) 6.74kg

Runtime
(w/4.0Ah battery) Up to 210 cuts

The combination of battery, motor, control and charging 
systems operating in sync, deliver unmatched power and 
performance compared to any other petrol or battery 
powered product.

EXCEPTIONAL
LITHIUM-ION
BATTERY SYSTEMS

DIRECT DRIVE
BRUSHLESS
MOTOR SYSTEMS

SMART CONTROL
SYSTEMS
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Built with the professional landscaper/arborist in mind, the GREENWORKS® 82V 20" commercial chainsaw is 
the most powerful battery powered chainsaw in its class. This units combination of power and speed sets the 
standard for lithium-ion battery power and outperforms comparable petrol models.

With the equivalent power of a 4.56hp engine and 65cc displacement petrol engine, this ultra high performance 
chainsaw leverages a built-in commercial grade brushless direct drive motor and lithium-ion batteries to provide 
the power and torque necessary to cut faster than petrol.

Utilising 3.4kW of max power and 4Nm of torque to generate up to 13,000rpm when cutting, it maintains a 
consistently higher rpm that petrol alternatives so users don't have to worry about bogging down in the middle of 
a cut, maximising their productivity and with a lower noise rating (72.9dB at 15m) it is 3x quieter than petrol!

With up to 205 cuts on a single charge (using a 4.0Ah battery), this chainsaw is part of the industry's most 
complete portfolio of commercial grade, zero emission battery powered landscaping equipment.

20" 3.4kW Chainsaw
Model No: 82CS34

Skin Only Part No: 2009207AU

- 65cc petrol powered equivalent

- 20" bar and chain

- Pure steel bucking spikes for efficient and steady cutting

- Translucent oil tank, visible oil level at a glance

- Automatic oiler

- Low noise an low vibration

- 3,400 watt brushless motor
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Specifications 82CS34

Voltage 82V Chain Pitch .325"

Motor Brushless Chain Gauge 0.50"

Bar Length 20" Drive Links 78

Max Power 3.4kW Chain Break Inertia-activated

Rated Power 2.9kW Chain Tension Side manual

Max Torque Disp. 65cc Sprocket Type Rim 7

RPM 11,000 Oiler Automatic, adjustable

Chain Speed 25m/s Oil Capacity 250ml

Trigger Variable Handle Type Wrap around with 
rubber

IPX Rating 4 Weight
(w/out battery) 5.75kg

Vibration 5m/s^2 Weight
(w/4.0Ah battery) 7.79kg

Noise Level 72.9dB @ 15m Runtime
(w/4.0Ah battery) Up to 205 cuts

INDUSTRY LEADING BRUSHLESS MOTOR

The GREENWORKS direct drive commercial grade 
brushless motor efficiently directs power for maximum 
performance with no maintenance.

80% fewer moving parts than petrol motors for ease of 
serviceability. No grease, no gears, no oil and no petrol.

Active cooling technology to prevent overheating. 
Highest efficiency to preserve energy while maximising 
power and runtime.
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21" Self-Propelled 
Lawnmower
Model No: 82LM21S

Skin Only Part No: 2530302AU

Power through all day long and turn heads with the GREENWORKS® 82V 21" self-propelled lawnmower. 
This mower flexes its muscles with a  21" heavy duty steel deck that delivers a superior cut quality and rapid 
blade speeds ranging between 2,800 - 3,200rpm. SmartCut™ Technology causes the 3.4kW brushless motor 
to autoadapt to grass conditions, meaning more power is rushed to blades in thicker, taller and wetter grass, 
outclassing its 160cc competition.

Simple to start, with just a push of a button, and easy to manoeuvre due to its super lightweight design and rear 
wheel drive, this mower is effortless to operate. It also delivers a quiet 79dB cut that's gentle on the ears and 
it can be stored in small spaces when not in use. Its dual port powerhead holds up to two batteries to delivery 
extended runtimes, giving you up to 90 minutes or 1.5 acres on a single charge!

With 2x more torque, even in the tallest grass it maintains a higher blade speed than petrol meaning you get no 
clumping or missed grass due to low blade speed. It also provides a higher lift for the best cut in any condition. 
The single lever height adjustment quickly raises or lowers the deck for different grass conditions with 7 positions 
for precise mowing and the handle adjusts for the users height and folds down for easy storage.

The GREENWORKS 21" self-propelled mowers provides a cleaner, more consistent cut and requires no 
maintenance, that means no more dealing with oil, spark plugs, fuel filters, air filters, petrol fumes and emissions.

- 160cc petrol powered equivalent

- 21" commercial grade 14 gauge steel 
deck

- Mow up to 1.5 acres on a 
single charge

- Commercial grade brushless 
motor 

- 3-in-1 cutting system

- Dual port system provides more 
power and doubles your runtime
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INDUSTRY LEADING BRUSHLESS MOTOR

The GREENWORKS direct drive commercial grade 
brushless motor efficiently directs power for maximum 
performance with no maintenance.

80% fewer moving parts than petrol motors for ease of 
serviceability. No grease, no gears, no oil and no petrol.

Active cooling technology to prevent overheating. 
Highest efficiency to preserve energy while maximising 
power and runtime.

Specifications 82LM21S

CUTTING MOTOR(S) DECK
Voltage 82V Cutting Width 21"

Motor Brushless Deck Type Stamped 14 gauge 
steel

Max Power 2.8kW Mulch Yes

Rated Power 2.44kW Collector Bag Yes

OTHER
Side Discharge Yes

Drive System Rear wheel,
self-propelled Cutting Height 35mm - 100mm

Wheels 8" front
10" rear Blade Type Multi-purpose

Automatic Shut Off Yes Blade Speed 2,800 - 3,200rpm

Noise Level 79dB @ 15m Cutting positions 7

IPX Rating 5 Deck Lifting System Single lever

Runtime (2 x 8.0Ah) Up to 1.5 acres

Cutting Speed Up to 5.6km/h

Weight
(w/out battery) 33.12kg
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25" Self-Propelled 
Lawnmower
Model No: 82LM25S

Skin Only Part No: 2518507AU

The GREENWORKS® 82V 30" self-propelled lawnmower will turn heads and make the competition jealous with 
performance, intelligence and innovative independence that they'll wish they had. The muscle of this mower 
flexes with its heavy duty 25" heavy duty steel deck and with more intelligent power than any of its 160cc 
comparable petrol competitors, the 25" cut delivers superior cut quality with premium blade speed ranging 
between 4,000-4,500rpms.

This mower features dual counter rotating mulching blades for the best quality cut which provide a 30% better 
cut quality and the large 25" deck gives the user a 20% quicker cut time. Runtime is a sure thing, up to 90 minutes 
on a single charge, with the dual battery ports and the powerfully tough commercial grade motor will allow you 
to manoeuvre effortlessly, give you increased traction up hills and slopes and cut through the thickest challenges 
with ease. It also provides a higher lift for the best cut in any condition. The single lever height adjustment quickly 
raises or lowers the deck for different grass conditions with 7 positions for precise mowing and the handle adjusts 
for the users height and folds down for easy storage.

Designed to be quiet, at only 790dB, mow your lawns when the petrol guys can't, also forget the petrol can, oil, 
spark plug, fuel filter, air filter and enjoy fume and emission free mowing.

- 160cc petrol powered equivalent

- 25" commercial grade 14 gauge steel 
deck

- Mow up to 1.5 acres on a 
single charge

- Commercial grade brushless 
motor 

- 2-in-1 cutting system

- 7 position height adjustment system

- Dual port system provides more power 
and doubles your runtime
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Specifications 82LM25S

CUTTING MOTOR(S) DECK
Voltage 82V Cutting Width 25"

Motor Brushless Deck Type Stamped 14 gauge 
steel

Max Power 1.6kW Mulch Yes

OTHER
Collector Bag Yes

Drive System Rear wheel,
self-propelled Cutting Height 35mm - 100mm

Wheels 8" front
10" rear Blade Type Multi-purpose

Automatic Shut Off Yes Blade Speed 4,000 - 4,500rpm

Noise Level 79dB @ 15m Cutting positions 7

IPX Rating 5 Deck Lifting System Single lever

Runtime (2 x 8.0Ah) Up to 1.5 acres

Cutting Speed Up to 5.6km/h

Weight
(w/out battery) 37.88kg

The combination of battery, motor, control and charging 
systems operating in sync, deliver unmatched power and 
performance compared to any other petrol or battery 
powered product.

EXCEPTIONAL
LITHIUM-ION
BATTERY SYSTEMS

DIRECT DRIVE
BRUSHLESS
MOTOR SYSTEMS

SMART CONTROL
SYSTEMS
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30" Self-Propelled 
Lawnmower
Model No: 82LM30S

Skin Only Part No: 2518207AU 

The GREENWORKS® 82V 30" self-propelled lawnmower features some of the best modern technological advances 
in outdoor power equipment. It is equipped with two independently controlled hub wheel motors and twin dual 
brushless cutting motors delivering more power than 200cc petrol mowers. The ETS (Easy Turn System) drive 
system automatically adjusts the power to compensate for sloped conditions and effortless control. Constant 
power and torque is directed to the hub motors providing faster cutting speeds and more torque than petrol units. 
It is also the first push lawnmower to have a revers function to easily power out of tight areas.

Petrol units lack the technology to adapt to grass conditions on the fly and are limited to only 3,600 rpms on 
average, leading to uncut grass, clumping and inefficient bag collection. With independent brushless motors, our 
mowers achieve higher blade tip speeds and automatically increase power to maintain consistency throughout 
the cut. Our intelligent mowers never bog down, even in the tallest, thickest and wettest grass.

Designed for the commercial landscaper, the 82V 30" lawnmower boasts an extra large grass bag that carries 
12% more clippings than comparable units and has independently controlled wheels for optimised traction. It 
also includes a smart LCD screen that provides the status of the lawnmower (battery status, speed control, blade 
speed and error codes) and a tri-port powerhead that holds three batteries for continuous runtime.

- 224cc petrol powered equivalent

- 30" commercial grade 12 gauge 
steel deck

- Mow up to 2 acres on a single 
charge

- Tri-port powerhead holds up to 3 
batteries to deliver superior runtime

- Independently controlled wheel 
motors for optimised traction & 
manoeuvrability

- High visibility LED light for navigating in 
low light conditions

- Dual sealed motors provide up to 16,153ft/min blade tip speed for best cutting 
performance
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INDUSTRY LEADING BRUSHLESS MOTOR

The GREENWORKS direct drive commercial grade 
brushless motor efficiently directs power for maximum 
performance with no maintenance.

80% fewer moving parts than petrol motors for ease of 
serviceability. No grease, no gears, no oil and no petrol.

Active cooling technology to prevent overheating. 
Highest efficiency to preserve energy while maximising 
power and runtime.

Specifications 82LM30S

CUTTING MOTOR(S) DRIVE MOTOR(S)
Voltage 82V Voltage 82V

Motor Brushless Type 2 independent HUB

Max Power 4kW Max Power 0.8kW

Rated Power 3kW
DECK

OTHER
Cutting Width 30"

Drive System Rear wheel,
self-propelled Deck Type Stamped 12 gauge 

steel

Wheels 9.5" x 3" front
10.5" x 3" rear Mulch Yes

Collector Bag 
Capacity 85L Collector Bag Yes

Automatic Shut Off Yes Cutting Height 38mm - 127mm

Noise Level 79dB @ 15m Blade Type Multi-purpose

IPX Rating 5 Blade Speed 3,600 - 4,000rpm

Runtime (3 x 8.0Ah) Up to 2 acres Cutting positions 8

Cutting Speed Up to 6.1km/h Deck Lifting System Single lever

Weight
(w/out battery) 82kg
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The GREENWORKS® 82V 3.2kW power cutter provides industry leading performance to handle any application, 
indoors or outdoors with the equivalent power of a 55cc engine. A best-in-class cutting depth of up to 4.3" cuts 
through any material, while the state-of-the-art brushless motor provides constant power output and ensures the 
fastest cut from start to finish without bogging down.

The compact design provides all the power of petrol while enabling users to work in tighter spaces. Get instant 
power with a pull of a trigger, increasing productivity and decreasing fatigue compared to starting a comparable 
petrol model. At 20% lighter than other cutters, you can work longer with less fatigue and without sacrificing 
performance.

Working in dusty environments with a petrol power cutter can choke the engine by clogging the air filter. This zero 
emission power cutter eliminates petrol headaches and allows users to work more safely indoors and with 4x less 
noise and reduced vibration. No petrol, no priming, no pulling - drop in a battery and start cutting.

- 55cc petrol powered equivalent

- Compact design

- 12" segmented diamond blade 
for wet cuts

- Built-in LED and cut line indicator

- Fingertip controlled variable 
water flow

- Soft rubber handle for 
comfortable grip

12" 3.2kW Power Cutter
Model No: 82PC300

Skin Only Part No: 2009307AU
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Specifications 82PC300

Voltage 82V Adjustable Water 
Control Yes

Motor Brushless On Board Water 
Connection Yes

Blade Diameter 12" Cut Depth 4.3"

Max Power 3.2kW RPM 5,248

Rated Power 2.5kW Blade Speed 85m/s

Max Torque 5.2Nm Handle Type Wrap around with 
rubber

IPX Rating 4 Weight
(w/out battery) 5.7kg

Vibration 4m/s^2 Weight
(w/4.0Ah battery) 7.74kg

Noise Level 93dB @ ear Runtime
(w/4.0Ah battery) Up to 140 cuts

The combination of battery, motor, control and charging 
systems operating in sync, deliver unmatched power and 
performance compared to any other petrol or battery 
powered product.

EXCEPTIONAL
LITHIUM-ION
BATTERY SYSTEMS

DIRECT DRIVE
BRUSHLESS
MOTOR SYSTEMS

SMART CONTROL
SYSTEMS
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8" 1.4kW Earth Auger

Designed with the professional landscaper in mind, the GREENWORKS® 82V 1.4kW earth auger 
with Xcore™ delivers as much power as a 45cc petrol engine. The powerful brushless motors 
drives the auger bit with 81ft/lbs of torque at 210rpm.

The brushless motor provides more torque and quiet operation and depending on conditions, the ability to 
drill up to 35 holes on one charge when using 8" bits (using 4.0Ah battery). The welded tubular steel frame and 
handles and hardened all metal gear and drive system ensure a longer life while the oversized comfort grip 
handles provide maximum comfort during operation.

With 3 high intensity LED lights to illuminate the digging area, you'll be able to work in low light conditions 
allowing you to get more from your workday. The low vibration  - less than 4m/s^2 -  creates less user fatigue 
to cut more comfortably for longer and with a quick change auger blade system you'll be able to tackle a wider 
variety of holes with ease.

Enjoy quick and easy hassle free, one button operation without the fuss of petrol or fumes.

Model No: 82EA8

Skin Only Part No: 3707807AU 

- Includes extension shaft and bit

- Xcore™ 1.4kW brushless motor

- High intensity LED lights

- Hardened tubular steel frame

- Quick change auger bit system

- Drill holes ranging from 4" - 12"

- Designed forward/reverse switch
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Specifications 82EA8

Voltage 82V Bit Diameter 8"

Motor Brushless Hole Diameter 4" - 12"

Max Power 1.4kW Shaft Diameter 7/8"

Forward Speed 210rpm On/Off Switch Yes

Reverse Speed 50rpm LED Lights Yes

Torque 59ft/lb Weight (w/battery) 12.25kg

Vibration <4m/s^2 Runtime
(w/4.0Ah battery) Up to 35 holes, 4"-12"

Noise Level 85dB @ ear

INDUSTRY LEADING BRUSHLESS MOTOR

The GREENWORKS direct drive commercial grade 
brushless motor efficiently directs power for maximum 
performance with no maintenance.

80% fewer moving parts than petrol motors for ease of 
serviceability. No grease, no gears, no oil and no petrol.

Active cooling technology to prevent overheating. 
Highest efficiency to preserve energy while maximising 
power and runtime.
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Model No: 82WL1

Skin Only Part No: 3502707AU 

Commercial Work Light

- Produces 2500 lumen of light

- Hanging hook included

- 360° rotating head for full light in any space

- Perfect for using at job sites

- Can be powered by battery or cord
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Model No: 82BD400 - 4.0Ah

Skin Only Part No: 2983202AU

Specifications 82BD400

Voltage 82V LED Display Yes

Battery Capacity 4.0Ah / 288Wh Bluetooth 
Connectivity Yes

Rated Power 3,200W 45A Charging Time 100%
2958302AU/CAB810 charger

40 minutes

Max Power 4,500W Weight 2.04kg

- Powerful and lightweight design

- Protects from overcharge, over temperature and over current

- Built-in Bluetooth for real time monitoring

Charge forward with GREENWORKS® 82V lithium-ion battery solutions - compatible with all 82V handheld tools. 
Powers 50+ products - one battery to mow, blow, cut, trim, cultivate and more!

Batteries

Model No: 82BD800 - 8.0Ah

Skin Only Part No: 2965902AU

Specifications 82BD800

Voltage 82V LED Display Yes

Battery Capacity 8.0Ah / 576Wh Bluetooth 
Connectivity Yes

Rated Power 4,600W 65A Charging Time 100%
2958302AU/CAB810 charger

80 minutes

Max Power 6,000W Weight 3.85kg
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Model No: CAB810

Skin Only Part No: 2958302AU

- 2 rapid charging ports

- 650W output

- LED display

- Charges 2 x 4.0Ah batteries in 60 minutes

- Independent LED indicators displaying charging status

- Active cooling system rapidly cools battery temperature

8A Dual Port Charger
Specifications CAB810

Input Voltage 120V Output Power 650W

Input Current 10A Active Cooling Yes

Output Current 8A Weight 2.14kg

Charge forward with the GREENWORKS® dual port charger, with unconditional compatibility, its two active ports 
can rapidly charge any 82V battery, regardless of size.

The independent LED indicators display the charging status and diagnostics of each battery and the built in fan, 
active cooling system sustains the temperature of the batteries allowing a quicker charge as well as extending the 
life of the battery.
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Model No: 82C6

Skin Only Part No: 2952607AU

- Rapidly charge up to 6 batteries in as little 
as 80 minutes

- Intelligent charging - adjusts the rate of 
charge and monitors charge level and 
temperature

- Active forced air cooling

- Heavy duty weather resistant design

6 Port Charger

Specifications 82C6

Input Voltage 120V Output Power 1,500W

Input Current 15A Active Cooling Yes

Output Current 6A per 2 slots Weight 17.5kg

Always have batteries charged and available for 
superior productivity with the GREENWORKS® mobile 
6 port charger. This durably tough charger has a rugged 
tubular steel frame with rubber feet, high strength 
polymers, an integrated lid to protect the batteries and 
an IPX rating of 4, making it water resistant, so it can 
handle daily use at any job site.

With unconditional compatibility, it can charge any 
82V battery, regardless of size. The independent LED 
indicators display the charging status and diagnostics 
of each battery and the optimised air flow system pulls 
hot air out of each pack quickly and efficiently to rapidly 
cool down the battery 3x faster.

The folding handle and rear wheels make for easy 
transportation so you can power through all day long, 
no matter how tough.
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18kWh Part No: 7403007AU

24kWh Part No: 7403107AU

The GREENWORKS® 82V OptimusZ 18kWh 
and 24kWh commercial zero turn mowers are 
the most powerful and advanced riding zero turn 
mowers on the market.

These ultra high performance mowers are equipped with 
the most advanced 19K Constant Smart Cutting System™ 
and patented PowrTraq Smart Drive System™. With the 
best centre of gravity in the industry, operators can now 
safely and confidently tackle slopes up to 15° and cut 
grass at up to 26kph - the fastest in its class. 

OptimusZ is the ultimate productivity machine. 
Engineered for all day commercial use, the built-in battery 
module with safe LFP cell technology, allows landscapers 
to mow up to 16 acres and 6 hours runtime for the 18kWh 
models and a massive 21 acres and 8 hours runtime for 
the 24kWh models. Quiet operation and high intensity, 
360° LED lighting opens the door for earlier starts, 
longer working hours, more business opportunities and 
increased profitability.

Model No: CZ48R18X

Model No: CZ48R24X 

48" OptimusZ
Zero Turn Mowers
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With a constant 19,000FPM blade tip speed, 
these machines skillfully adjust to various 
grass conditions to ensure the best cut quality 
and the high speeds allow users to complete tasks 
quickly and cut more in less time, while maintaining a 
premium quality of cut regardless of grass conditions. 
The intelligent 3-in-1 blade controller provides instant, 
optimised responses to changing conditions, allowing 
the blade motors to maintain consistent blade speed and 
prevent bog down commonly found in petrol and under 
powered electric motors.

OptimusZ boasts the only real time 4G+GPS connectivity 
in its category, enabling fleet management via the 
units software and the GREENWORKS Commercial app 
anytime, from anywhere. This connectivity provides 
instant visibility to usage statistics and gives live 
insights into battery status and all the system functions. 
Also, the 4G module enables over-the-air (OTA) software 
updates to guarantee your machine always has the latest 
and greatest software without ever having to step foot in 
a dealership or repair shop.

18kWh Part No: 7401707AU

24kWh Part No: 7403207AU

Model No: CZ52R18X

Model No: CZ52R24X 

52" OptimusZ
Zero Turn Mowers
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The state of the art traction control system 
delivers instant, optimised responses to 
changing conditions intelligently apply power 
when needed, allowing user to maintain peak 
driving performance and comfort on various 
terrain types, inclines/declines and conditions 
such as tall, thick and wet grass. Maintaining 
performance and riding comfort on any terrain 
reduces user fatigue and enhances the overall 
experience.

The use of hub motors and planetary gearboxes 
allows for the entire drive system to be 
placed outside of the frame. This optimisation 
maximises the space between the frame, 
ensuring the internal layout of the machines 
are as efficient as possible and giving the 
OptimusZ range the lowest centre of gravity in 
the industry.

18kWh Part No: 7401807AU

24kWh Part No: 7403307AU

Model No: CZ60R18X

Model No: CZ60R24X 

60" OptimusZ
Zero Turn Mowers
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48" 48"52" 52"60" 60"

Specifications 7403007AU 7401707AU 7401807AU 7403107AU 7403207AU 7403307AU

Battery Power ------------------------------ 18kWh ------------------------------ ------------------------------ 24kWh ------------------------------

Runtime ------------------------------ Up to 6 hours ------------------------------ ------------------------------ Up to 8 hours ------------------------------

Charge Time
Standard Charger ------------------------------ 6 hours ------------------------------ ------------------------------ 8 hours ------------------------------

Charge Time
Super Charger ------------------------------ 2.5 hours ------------------------------ ------------------------------ 3.5 hours ------------------------------

4G+GPS yes yes yes yes yes yes

Cutting Speed ------------------------------------------------------------ 26km/h ------------------------------------------------------------

Slope Capability ------------------------------------------------------------ 15° ------------------------------------------------------------

Deck Positions ------------------------------------------------------------ 17 ------------------------------------------------------------

Bolt-on replaceable deck 
baffles and rollers

Provides users with an excellent 
serviceability experience by 
allowing easy replacement for 
highly wearable parts.

Other features include:
Unique, ergonomic handle 
controls

Adjustable L-shaped handlebars 
with patented quick access 
buttons enable users to change 
speed and drive without 
needing to remove their hands.

2 cup holders, USB-A and C 
ports and storage pocket

Convenient for on the job 
hydration and being able to 
store and charge mobile devices 
while operating the machine.

2" receiver and rear tow point

Allows users access to an 
array of 2" receiver compatible 
attachments and a tow point to 
conveniently pull the mower 
from unfavourable positions such 
as ditches.

State of the art 4.3" LCD 
touchscreen

The intuitive interface and ultra 
bright screen provide excellent 
visibility and an unmatched user 
experience and is backed by an 
IPX56 protection rating.

17 deck height positions

Ensures that users can 
accurately cut to desire grass 
heights ranging from 25mm to 
125mm.

Industry leading reinforced 
casters

Equipped with dual layered, half 
inch metal plating for maximum 
caster durability and rigidity.

Rubber discharge flap with 
hook loop

Keep debris from flying upwards 
and comes with a hook loop, 
convenient for flap raising when 
transporting or storing.
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8kWh OptimusZ Stand-on 
Zero Turn Mowers

High visibility glove safe touchscreen display
360° high intensity 

LED illumination

17 deck height positions

113kg (250lb) capacity utility plate

Low profile battery Commercial grade 
hub wheel motors

2 ultra low profile, commercial 
grade brushless deck motors

Heavy duty 9 gauge custom 
fabricated steel deck

10hp max output 
ETO system

Pneumatic casters

32" Part No: 7401207AU

36" Part No: 7401307AU

Model No: CZ32S8X

Model No: CZ36S8X

The GREENWORKS® 8kWh commercial compact stand-on mower is the most powerful and most advanced 
compact stand-on zero turn mower in the market. These unit is the ultimate productivity machine with user 
comfort and safety in the forefront of its design philosophy.

Engineered for all day commercial use, landscapers can now confidently mow up to 7 acres and enjoy 5 hours of 
runtime thanks to the highly efficient, built-in 8kWh battery module with safe LFP cell technology.

Two industry first, ultra low profile hub drive brushless motors (5kW output power each), planetary gearing and 
intelligent, interconnected systems provide users with unmatched driving performance, capabilities and comfort.
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Specifications 7401207AU 7401307AU

Deck Width 32" 36"

Runtime ------------------ Up to 5 hours ------------------

Coverage ------------------ Up to 7 acres ------------------

Charge Time ------------------ 3 hours ------------------

4G+GPS yes yes

Cutting Speed ------------------ 16kmh ------------------

4G+GPS ------------------ yes ------------------

Slope Capability ------------------ 15° ------------------

Deck Positions ------------------ 17 ------------------

32" 36"

This ultra high performance mower operates with the equivalent 22hp and 352cc displacement petrol engine. It 
is equipped with the most advanced 19k Constant Smart Cutting System™ and patented PowrTraq Smart Drive 
System™. These systems make OptimusZ the BEST on the market!

With exceptional traction control, improved handling, intelligent design and the lowest centre of gravity in the 
class, OptimusZ can take on sloped applications that our competition can't - up to 15° degrees. Instant, optimised 
responses to changing conditions apply power wen needed, allowing users to maintain peak driving performance 
and comfort on various terrain type, inclines/declines and conditions such as tall, thick and wet grass. This gives 
the user a superior versatility and allows more work 
to be done efficiently and safely. With a cut speed up 
to 16kmh - the fastest in its class, you can increase 
productivity, allowing users to complete tasks quickly, 
cutting more in less time than the competition.

With a constant 19,000FPM blade tip speed, these 
machines skillfully adjust to various grass conditions 
and ensures exceptional quality of cut. These superior 
direct drive features, innovative design and intelligent 
responses to changing conditions help make the 
OptimusZ stand-on the most agile and most powerful 
zero turn mower on the market.

OptimusZ also boasts the only real time 4G+GPS 
connectivity in its category, enabling fleet management 
via the units software and the GREENWORKS 
Commercial app anytime, from anywhere. This 
connectivity provides instant visibility to usage 
statistics and gives live insights into battery status and 
all the system functions. Also, the 4G module enables 
over-the-air (OTA) software updates to guarantee your 
machine always has the latest and greatest software 
without ever having to step foot in a dealership or 
repair shop.
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48" OptimusZ Stand-on 
Zero Turn Mowers

18kWh Part No: 7401407AU

24kWh Part No: 7403407AU

Model No: CZ48S18X

Model No: CZ48S24X 

The GREENWORKS® OptimusZ commercial stand-on mower 
range is the most powerful and advanced stand-on zero turn 
machines on the market.

These ultra high performance stand-on mowers are equipped with 
the most advanced 19K Constant Smart Cutting System™ and 
patented PowrTraq Smart Drive System™. With the best centre of 
gravity in the industry, operators can now safely and confidently 
tackle slopes up to 15° and cut grass at up to 19kph. With a 
constant 19,000FPM blade speed, these machines skillfully adjust 
to various grass conditions to ensure the best cut quality.

Engineered for all day commercial use, the battery module, with 
safe LFP cell technology, allows landscapers to mow up to 16 
acres/6 hours with the 8kWh model and 21 acres/8 hours using 
the 24kWh model. Safely and completely recharge in as little as 
2-1/2 hours, allowing users to get back on the job faster than ever 
before.

OptimusZ also boasts the only real time 4G+GPS connectivity in 
its category, enabling fleet management via the units software and 
the GREENWORKS Commercial app anytime, from anywhere. This 
connectivity provides instant visibility to usage statistics and gives 
live insights into battery status and all the system functions. Also, 
the 4G module enables over-the-air (OTA) software updates to 
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52" OptimusZ Stand-on 
Zero Turn Mowers

18kWh Part No: 7401507AU

24kWh Part No: 7402007AU

Model No: CZ52S18X

Model No: CZ52S24X 

guarantee your machine always has the latest 
and greatest software without ever having to 
step foot in a dealership or repair shop.

Optimised and efficient, ground up blade 
motor construction provides intelligent power 
transfer without the need for wearable parts 
such as belts, pulley or spindles. These motors 
now require little to no maintenance and have 
far few moving parts, all while still delivering 
maximum power.

With a constant 19,000FPM blade tip speed, 
these machines skillfully adjust to various 
grass conditions to ensure the best cut quality 
and the high speeds allow users to complete 
tasks quickly and cut more in less time, 
while maintaining a premium quality of cut 
regardless of grass conditions. The intelligent 
3-in-1 blade controller provides instant, 
optimised responses to changing conditions, 
allowing the blade motors to maintain 
consistent blade speed and prevent bog down 
commonly found in petrol and under powered 
electric motors.
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60" OptimusZ Stand-on 
Zero Turn Mowers

18kWh Part No: 7401607AU

24kWh Part No: 7402107AU

Model No: CZ60S18X

Model No: CZ60S24X 

The combination of battery, motor, control and charging systems 
operating in sync, deliver unmatched power and performance 
compared to any other petrol or battery powered product. 
The use of hub motors and planetary gearboxes allows for the 
entire drive system to be placed outside the frame. This optimisation 
maximises the space between the frame, ensuring the internal layout 
of the machine is as efficient as possible.

Battery first constructions

Intelligently designed to maximise the space between the frame 
alongside two industry first, low profile hub drive motors tucked 
away into the rear wheels to achieve the lowest centre of gravity in 
the industry. This allows users to safely and confidently tackle higher 
sloped applications.
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Specifications 7401407AU 7401507AU 7401607AU 7403407AU 7402007AU 7402107AU

Battery Power ------------------------------ 18kWh ------------------------------ ------------------------------ 24kWh ------------------------------

Runtime ------------------------------ Up to 6 hours ------------------------------ ------------------------------ Up to 8 hours ------------------------------

Charge Time
Standard Charger ------------------------------ 6 hours ------------------------------ ------------------------------ 8 hours ------------------------------

Charge Time
Super Charger ------------------------------ 2.5 hours ------------------------------ ------------------------------ 3.5 hours ------------------------------

4G+GPS yes yes yes yes yes yes

Cutting Speed ------------------------------------------------------------ 19km/h ------------------------------------------------------------

Slope Capability ------------------------------------------------------------ 15° ------------------------------------------------------------

Deck Positions ------------------------------------------------------------ 17 ------------------------------------------------------------

2 cup holders, USB-A and C 
ports and storage pocket

Convenient for on the job 
hydration and being able to 
store and charge mobile devices 
while operating the machine.

State of the art 4.3" LCD 
touchscreen

The intuitive interface and ultra 
bright screen provide excellent 
visibility and an unmatched user 
experience and is backed by an 
IPX56 protection rating.

Ergonomics, safety and agility

Ride quality allows users to 
ride in line between the wheels 
reducing fatigue. Plus the lowest 
possible centre of gravity, 
allowing maximum stability 
when climbing or driving.

Foldup standing plate and 
walk behind feature

Enables users to fold the stand 
plate up and out of the way 
for walk behind operation. This 
limits the drive speed to provide 
better user control.

Bolt-on replaceable deck 
baffles and rollers

Provides users with an excellent 
serviceability experience by 
allowing easy replacement for 
highly wearable parts.

Other features include:
Flanking "surf" pegs

Provides users with additional 
footing for better weight 
adjustment when traversing 
higher degree slope 
applications.

Front 2" receiver

Allows users access to an 
array of 2" receiver compatible 
attachments and to jack the 
machine easily for maintenance 
and blade changes.

Utility plate

Offering an industry first utility 
plate which allows users to 
conveniently transport and store 
up to 110kgs.

48" 48"52" 52"60" 60"
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8kWh Work Utility Vehicle
Model No: CU400W

Part No: 7402507AU
Powerful 8kWh battery - 
capable of up to 105kms 

on a single charge.

IPX4 water resistant rating - capable of withstanding the 
harshest of situations and applications

24kph max speed for quickly 
transporting from one place to another

Standard high intensity LED 
headlights provide excellent 

visibility and added user safety 
in low light applications

Front tow hitch with 227kg (500lb)
capacity gives users superior pulling 

power for high demand towing
Independent, dual A-Arm type premium suspension 

for a comfortable ride on rougher terrain

216mm (8.5") ground clearance and 
180cm (71") wheelbase enables 

superb off-road capabilities

227kg (500lb) hitch towing 
capacity - built to handle the 
heaviest loads on the job
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The GREENWORKS® commercial utility vehicle (UTV) is a 
dependable workhorse, equipped with a powerful 8kW max 
gTRON™ drive system. This high performance UTV operates 
with the equivalent power of a 22hp / 352cc displacement petrol 
engine, its impressive 8kWh battery module provides up to 105km 
on a single charge for all day commercial use.

The CU400's intelligent control system automatically adjusts 
to various terrain conditions and ensures exceptional traction 
control and handling in any environment. Users can safely 
and confidently tackle slopes of up to 20° and accelerate to a 
maximum speed of 24kph.

A robust 250kg (550lb) electric dump bed, 454kg (1,000lb) payload 
capacity and 227kg (500lb) rear towing capability make light 
work of any hauling or transporting job. The 216mm (8.5") ground 
clearance and astounding 180cm (71") wheelbase allows for easy 
handling in any off-road situation.

The high performance built-in 8kWh lithium-ion battery 
module processes information extremely quickly ensuring 
all interconnected systems work to preserve and perform as 
efficiently as possible. Prismatic cells and safe LFP technology 
deliver maximum safety and longevity while retaining 70% state-
of-charge after 2,000 full charge cycles. High energy density cells, 
a strong protective aluminium case and increased temperature 
resistance/regulation provide protection and performance 
while operating in extreme conditions. The integrated Battery 
Management System (BMS) efficiently controls charging, 
overcharge protection, temperature regulation (battery warm-up/
cool down), energy conservation and maximum discharge current.

Specifications CU400W

Voltage 82V Main Gearcase Direct drive

Motor Type AC induction Wheel Drive System Rear 2WD

Max Power Rating 15kW Front Diff Lock Electric control

Wheelbase 180cm (71") Suspension System Independent.
A-Arm Type

Ground Clearance 216mm (8.5") Brakes (front/rear) Hydraulic disc

Payload Capacity 454kg (1,000lbs) Cargo Bed Capacity 250kg (550lbs)

Tow Capacity 227kg (500lbs) Cargo Bed Dimension
(mm, L x W x D)

1,320 x 889 x 290
(52" x 35" x 11.4")

Horsepower 22hp equivalent Ground Speed Up to 24kph

Engine Displacement 352cc equivalent Tyres/Wheels 24x8-12 front
24x8-13 rear

IPX Rating 4 Runtime/Range Up to 105km

Multi-mode Switch L/M/H Weight (w/battery) 485kg

Battery

Voltage 82V

Capacity 8kWh

Weight 79.8kg

Charger

Charge Watts 1.5kw

Charge Time 7 hours

Weight 2.8kg
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8kWh Work Utility Vehicle
Model No: CU500SB

Part No: 7402607AU

43kph max 
speed for quickly 

transporting from 
one place to another

Front tow hitch with 
1,134kg (2,500lb) 

capacity gives users 
superior pulling power 

for high demand towing

Independent, dual A-Arm type premium 
suspension for a comfortable ride on 

rougher terrain

254mm (10") ground clearance and 180cm (71") 
wheelbase enables superb off-road capabilities

567kg (1,250lb) hitch 
towing capacity - 

built to handle the 
heaviest loads on 

the job

Standard high intensity LED 
headlights provide excellent 
visibility and added user 
safety in low light 
applications

Spring assisted cargo 
dumping bed with 150kg 

(330lb) hauling capacity 
for fast, easy and efficient 

loading/unloading of cargo

Powerful 8kWh battery - 
capable of up to 64kms on 
a single charge.

IPX4 water resistant rating - capable of 
withstanding the harshest of situations 
and applications

The combination of battery, motor, control and charging systems operating 
in sync, deliver unmatched power and performance compared to any other 
petrol or battery powered product.
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The GREENWORKS® commercial utility vehicle 
(UTV) was designed to handle even the toughest 
terrains with comfort and ease. This dependable 
workhorse is equipped with a powerful 8kW max 
gTRON™ drive system and operates with the 
equivalent power of a 22hp / 352cc displacement 
petrol engine. Its impressive 8kWh battery module 
provides up to 105km on a single charge for all day 
commercial use.

Users can safely and confidently tackle slopes of 
up to 20° and accelerate to a maximum speed of 
43kph using the intelligent control system which 
automatically adjusts to various terrain conditions 
and ensures exceptional traction control and 
handling in any environment. 

The 254mm (10") ground clearance and 
astounding 184cm (72.5") wheelbase allows for 
easy handling in any off-road situation and the robust 150kg (330lb) spring assisted dump bed, 454kg (1,000lb) 
payload capacity, 567kg (1,250lb) rear towing capacity and 1,134kg (2,500lb) front hitch winch make light work of 
any hauling or transporting job. 

The powerhouse built-in 8kWh lithium-ion battery module processes information extremely quickly ensuring 
all interconnected systems work to preserve and perform as efficiently as possible. Prismatic cells and safe LFP 
technology deliver maximum safety and longevity while retaining 70% state-of-charge after 2,000 full charge 
cycles. High energy density cells, a strong protective aluminium case and increased temperature resistance/
regulation provide protection and performance while operating in extreme conditions. The integrated Battery 
Management System (BMS) efficiently controls charging, overcharge protection, temperature regulation (battery 
warm-up/cool down), energy conservation and maximum discharge current.

Specifications CU500SB

Voltage 82V Main Gearcase Direct drive

Motor Type AC induction Wheel Drive System 4WD

Max Power Rating 15kW Front Diff Lock Electric control

Wheelbase 184cm (72.5") Suspension System Independent.
A-Arm Type

Ground Clearance 254mm (10") Brakes (front/rear) Hydraulic disc

Payload Capacity 454kg (1,000lbs) Cargo Bed Capacity 150kg (330lbs)

Tow Capacity 567kg (1,250lbs) Cargo Bed Dimension
(mm, L x W x D)

813 x 1,067 x 305
(32" x 42" x 12")

Horsepower 22hp equivalent Ground Speed Up to 43kph

Engine Displacement 352cc equivalent Tyres/Wheels 24x8-12 front
24x8-13 rear

IPX Rating 4 Runtime/Range Up to 65km

Multi-mode Switch L/M/H Weight (w/battery) 661kg

Battery

Voltage 82V

Capacity 8kWh

Weight 84.8kg

Charger

Charge Watts 1.5kw

Charge Time 7 hours

Weight 2.8kg

hood rack not included, image is a representation only
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16kWh Work Utility Vehicle
Model No: CU800SB

Part No: 7402807AU

hood rack not 
included, image is a 
representation only

47kph max 
speed for quickly 

transporting from 
one place to another

Front tow hitch with 
1,134kg (2,500lb) 

capacity gives users 
superior pulling 
power for high 

demand towing Independent, dual A-Arm type premium suspension 
for a comfortable ride on rougher terrain

254mm (10") ground clearance and 180cm (71") 
wheelbase enables superb off-road capabilities

680kg (1,500lb) hitch 
towing capacity - 

built to handle the 
heaviest loads on 

the job

Standard high intensity LED 
headlights provide excellent 
visibility and added user 
safety in low light 
applications

Spring assisted cargo 
dumping bed with 250kg 

(550lb) hauling capacity 
for fast, easy and efficient 

loading/unloading of cargo

Powerful 16kWh battery - 
capable of up to 120kms 
on a single charge.

IPX4 water resistant rating - capable of 
withstanding the harshest of situations 
and applications
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Specifications CU800SB

Voltage 82V Main Gearcase Direct drive

Motor Type AC induction Wheel Drive System 4WD

Max Power Rating 15kW Front Diff Lock Electric control

Wheelbase 184cm (72.5") Suspension System Independent.
A-Arm Type

Ground Clearance 254mm (10") Brakes (front/rear) Hydraulic disc

Payload Capacity 454kg (1,000lbs) Cargo Bed Capacity 250kg (550lbs)

Tow Capacity 680kg (1,500lbs) Cargo Bed Dimension
(mm, L x W x D)

889 x 1,143 x 305
(35" x 45" x 12")

Horsepower 31hp equivalent Ground Speed Up to 43kph

Engine Displacement 496cc equivalent Tyres/Wheels 24x9-14 front
24x11-14 rear

IPX Rating 4 Runtime/Range Up to 120km

Multi-mode Switch L/M/H Weight (w/battery) 795kg

Battery

Voltage 82V

Capacity 8kWh

Weight 84.8kg

Charger

Charge Watts 1.5kw

Charge Time 11 hours

Weight 2.8kg

High powered performance you can count on. The GREENWORKS® 
commercial utility vehicle (UTV) is designed to go the distance 
with its powerful 16kW max gTRON™ drive system, operating with 
the equivalent power of a 31hp / 496cc displacement petrol engine. 
Its 16kWh battery module provides up to an impressive 120km on 
a single charge for all day use. This vehicle is up for any challenge 
with superior off-road performance and on-demand 4WD for a true 
work utility experience.

The combination of battery, motor, control and charging systems 
operating in sync, deliver unmatched power and performance 
compared to any other petrol or battery powered product. With 
a network of controllers at its centre, this unit's nerve system 
manages the battery, powerful brushless motors and vast 
information between the vehicle and the user with intelligence, 
efficiency and responsiveness. This creates a closed loop system 
that automatically reacts and responds to every changing 
conditions without requiring user action.

Users can safely and confidently tackle slopes of up to 20° and 
accelerate to a maximum speed of 43kph using the intelligent 
control system which automatically adjusts to various terrain 
conditions and ensures exceptional traction control and handling 
in any environment. 

The 254mm (10") ground clearance and astounding 184cm (72.5") 
wheelbase allows for easy handling in any off-road situation and 
the robust 250kg (550lb) spring assisted dump bed, 454kg (1,000lb) 
payload capacity, 680kg (1,500lb) rear towing capacity and 1,134kg 
(2,500lb) front hitch winch make light work of any hauling or 
transporting job. 
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OptimusZ 8kW 
Super Charger

Model No: C80SC

Skin Only Part No: 2954107AU

Specifications C80SC

Charge Rate AC 240V 31A (7.7kW)

Max Output Voltage 86.4V

Output Current DC 80A

Rated Input Current 32.0 A

Rated Input Power 7.7kVA

Charging Time 24kWh within 3.5 hours

Weight 39.9kg

- Charges 24kWh battery in 3 hours

- Short circuit protection

- Burnout protection

- No-load protection

- Compatible with all OptimusZ models

- Automatic shutdown when fully charged

- LCD screen for critical charging information

- Minimises downtime, maximises productivity

Safety and longevity

Active PFC and LLC techniques are applied for a rapid response on a detected fault. Quick active software self-
protection and reliable passive hardware self-protection on voltage and current. Advanced charging strategy is 
integrated as a safeguard for battery system protection.

Proven reliability

Charging shell is shaped by integrated die casting and joined 
with temperature resistant glue. The active cooling fan is 
designed with a potting structure to provide longer life. 
Charger has been tested in various industrial environments 
(wet, cold, hot, dusty) and design is proven and passed for 
unmatched reliability.
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Accessories
ETO Blower
Attachment Mulch Kit Striping Kit Canopy Kit

310kph / 2378m3/h
Blade design assist with 

finer grass clippings

Easy assembly and 
installation for user 

convenience

Stainless steel support 
beams ensure robust 

stability

Dual axial blower design 
for added power and 

accuracy

Allows users to bag up 
to 50% more grass and 

less visible clippings 
when mulching

Sealed grease bearings 
offer the longest 

possible service life

Increase shad and user 
comfort while operating

Adjustable 5 rotation 
points provides to right 
angle for the application

Sharp edged blades cut 
cleanly and efficiently 

reducing overall 
mowing effort

Enables users to mow 
and stripe all in one 

operation

Provides exceptional 
protection from the sun, 
combating sunburn, skin 

cancer and tired eyes

Users do not have to 
go back to the trailer to 

blower and will be much 
quicker

Recycler system allows 
users to create and 

utilise natural fertiliser 
(mulch)

Provides premium 
striping and well 

manicured look to lawns

UV resistant, easy to 
install, lightweight and 
touch, scratch resistant 

and rust prevention
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Warranty

Handheld and Push Mowers
GREENWORKS® Commercial (Australia) hereby warranties this product, to the original purchaser with proof of purchase, 
2 year commercial power train warranty, 2 year commercial battery warranty against defects in materials, parts or 
workmanship. GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia), at its own discretion will repair or replace any and all parts found 
to be defective, through normal use, free of charge to the customer. This warranty is valid only for units which have been 
maintained in accordance with the instructions in the owner's manual supplied with the product from new.

2 Year Limited Power Train Warranty Coverage:
 ● Motor ● PCB Boards
 ● Gear Box ● 2 years from the date of purchase (non transferable)

2 Year Limited Battery Warranty Coverage:
 ● GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) Battery Packs
 ● 2 years from the date of purchase (non transferable)

60 Days Limited Wearable Parts Warranty Coverage:
 ● Bars ● Guards
 ● Bump Feed Heads ● Blades
 ● Chains ● Tines
 ● 60 days from the date of purchase (non transferable)

All GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) products are warranted for 90 days when product is used for rental purposes.

OptimusZ Ride-On and Stand-Ons
What is covered by this warranty
GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) makes the following warranty to the original purchaser ("Owner”) only - warranty is 
nontransferable. 

A. Residential Use: GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) product used for normal residential purposes* are warranted for 
five (5) years or two thousand (2,000) hours total usage (whichever comes first) from date of purchase on all materials and 
workmanship of chassis, deck and batteries. Consumables such as tyres and blades are warrantied for thirty (30) days from 
the date of purchase. If the Owner discovers within this warranty period a defect in materials or workmanship:

• Owner must promptly notify GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) or an authorised dealer in writing or via email, phone 
call, app or in person of the defect. In no event shall such notification be received by GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia), 
or an authorised dealer, later than five (5) years from the date of purchase.

• Within a reasonable time after such notification, and verification of warrantable defect; GREENWORKS Commercial 
(Australia) will correct any defect in material or workmanship on the GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) product by, at 
its option, repairing or replacing part(s) with either new or used replacement parts.

• Such repair, including parts and labor, shall be at the expense of GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) to the original 
Owner only.

B. Commercial Use: GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) product used for commercial and institutional use are warranted 
for five (5) years or two thousand (2,000) hours total usage (whichever comes first) from date of purchase on all materials 
and workmanship of chassis, deck, and batteries. Consumables (including but not limited to tyres and blades) are warrantied 
for thirty (30) days from the date of purchase. If the Owner discovers within this warranty period a defect in materials or 
workmanship:

• Owner must promptly notify GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) or an authorized dealer in writing, via email, phone call, 
app or in person of the defect. In no event shall such notification be received by GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia), or 
an authorized dealer, later than five (5) years from the date of purchase.

• Within a reasonable time after such notification and verification of warrantable defect GREENWORKS Commercial 
(Australia) will correct any defect in material or workmanship on the GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) product by, at 
its option, repairing or replacing part(s) with either new or used replacement parts.

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR WARRANTY, TECHNICAL OR PARTS & SERVICE ASSISTANCE.

WARRANTY IS NOT TRANSFERABLE AND ONLY AVAILABLE TO THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER WITH ORIGINAL 
PURCHASE RECEIPT OR PROOF OF PURCHASE.

FOR FULL WARRANTY INFORMATION REFER TO OWNERS MANUAL OF INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTS.
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• Such repair, including parts and labor, shall be at the expense of GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) to the original 
Owner (commercial) only.

NOTE: Failure to properly maintain batteries and keep them fully charged will reduce battery life and will void the battery 
warranty. The provisions of this limited warranty shall not apply to failure due to:

• Abuse or neglect such as: water damage, loose wiring or rusted or corroded hardware.
• Lack of proper maintenance; damage caused by improper installation of the battery; neglect, breakage, exposure to extreme 

temperature conditions including but not limited to freezing temperatures, hot temperatures, proximity to heat sources 
including warmers or fire, exposure to water or other substances, wreckage, operation of the battery in an overcharged or 
uncharged condition.

• A battery charged by systems other than the original equipment type battery charger.
Footnote: * "Normal residential purposes”, as used herein, means use of Product on same lot as your home. Use at more than 
one location is considered commercial use, after which the commercial use warranty would apply.

Work Utility Vehicles
What is covered by this warranty
GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) makes the following warranty to the original purchaser ("Owner”) only - warranty is 
nontransferable. 

A. Residential Use: GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) product used for normal residential purposes* are warranted for 
two (2) years or eight hundred (800) hours total usage (whichever comes first) from date of purchase on all materials and 
workmanship of chassis, deck and batteries. Consumables such as tyres are warrantied for thirty (30) days from the date of 
purchase. If the Owner discovers within this warranty period a defect in materials or workmanship:

• Owner must promptly notify GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) or an authorised dealer in writing or via email, phone 
call, app or in person of the defect. In no event shall such notification be received by GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia), 
or an authorised dealer, later than two (2) years from the date of purchase.

• Within a reasonable time after such notification, and verification of warrantable defect; GREENWORKS Commercial 
(Australia) will correct any defect in material or workmanship on the GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) product by, at 
its option, repairing or replacing part(s) with either new or used replacement parts.

• Such repair, including parts and labor, shall be at the expense of GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) to the original 
Owner only.

B. Commercial Use: GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) product used for commercial and institutional use are warranted 
for two (5) years or eight hundred (800) hours total usage (whichever comes first) from date of purchase on all materials and 
workmanship of chassis, deck, and batteries. Consumables (including but not limited to tyres) are warrantied for thirty (30) 
days from the date of purchase. If the Owner discovers within this warranty period a defect in materials or workmanship:

• Owner must promptly notify GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) or an authorized dealer in writing, via email, phone call, 
app or in person of the defect. In no event shall such notification be received by GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia), or 
an authorized dealer, later than two (2) years from the date of purchase.

• Within a reasonable time after such notification and verification of warrantable defect GREENWORKS Commercial 
(Australia) will correct any defect in material or workmanship on the GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) product by, at 
its option, repairing or replacing part(s) with either new or used replacement parts.

• Such repair, including parts and labor, shall be at the expense of GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) to the original 
Owner (commercial) only.

C. Rental Use: GREENWORKS Commercial (Australia) product used in rental applications are not covered by warranty. This 
also includes no warranty on the batteries.

NOTE: Failure to properly maintain batteries and keep them fully charged will reduce battery life and will void the battery 
warranty. The provisions of this limited warranty shall not apply to failure due to:

• Abuse or neglect such as: water damage, loose wiring or rusted or corroded hardware.
• Lack of proper maintenance; damage caused by improper installation of the battery; neglect, breakage, exposure to extreme 

temperature conditions including but not limited to freezing temperatures, hot temperatures, proximity to heat sources 
including warmers or fire, exposure to water or other substances, wreckage, operation of the battery in an overcharged or 
uncharged condition.

• A battery charged by systems other than the original equipment type battery charger.
Footnote: * "Normal residential purposes”, as used herein, means use of Product on same lot as your home. Use at more than 
one location is considered commercial use, after which the commercial use warranty would apply.
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